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A new exploration
in spirituality

Totaling up 2007 taxes
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Psychology professor
Kenneth Pargament is

ESTABLISHED 1920
A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

Iran agrees to
answer U.N.
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starting a group for
students to find answers
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to questions about life,
God and more | Page 3

Winter weather
is getting warmer
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According to research
data, snowfall totals have
dropped 8.8 inches from
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1965 to 2005 and winter
is heating up more than
any other season
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Expressions of
freedom help
battle extremists
Terrorist groups like
al-Qaeda thrive on
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Another year, another government form
By St«v» KunkUr
Reporter

organized dictatorships,
so the U.S. needs to set
goals for a free Iraq
|Page4

Keep up with the
resolutions you
made for 2008
Setting unrealistic goals
can lead to people
discarding their New
Years resolutions. Follow
these tips so that doesn't
happen to you | Page 4

BG struggles in
game at Kent
Giving up 12 points
right off the bat left
the Falcons playing a
catch-up game all night
on Saturday. The game
closed at a score of 63-49.
in favor of the Flashes

|Np«
BG gymnasts drop
meet to Missouri
Coach Kerrie Beach
and the Falcons fell to
the 16th-ranked Tigers

Taxes are a fact of life for people of any age
who have an income. Paying taxes are just as
important for a person who makes minimum
wage as a person who has a substantially
higher salary.
Tax returns must be filed by any person who
is under 65 years of age and is not claimed on
any other person's tax return.
For people who are single, tax filing must
be done if their income is at least $8,750. A
married person must file a tax return if the
couple's total income is at least $17,500.
The 1040 EZ form is the tax return most
commonly used for filing.
Tax credits are available for education but
cannot be claimed if a person is married, filing separately, or if a person is being claimed
as a dependent on someone else's return.
Janet Lee Hess, a senior tax adviser and
assistant manager at H&R Block, explained
the steps taken when meeting a college student who is filing a tax return for the first
time.
"I would have them clarify their dependency with their parents. I would then estimate
their income to see if they even have to file,''
Hess said.
According to Hess, a college student can
still be claimed by their parents if they are
under 24 years of age and in school at least five
months out of the year.
Of course, failure to pay taxes can result in
problems.
I lowever, there are varying types of failing
to pay taxes that the Internal Revenue Service
recognizes.
According to Phillip Schurrer, instructor

of accounting and taxation at the University,
there are two types of penalties handed down
by the IRS and the government: failure to file
and failure to pay.
Failure to file is where the person who is
responsible for the tax return fails to fill out
the return correctly or to send the return back
in. The penalty for failing to file is at least a 5
percent increase in taxes a month, and can be
as much as 25 percent.
Failure to pay is not paying the total amount
a person is being taxed by the deadline. Also,
failure to pay has a minimum penalty of at
least .5 percent on the taxes already being
owed, with the maximum penalty being 25
percent, according to Schurrer.
According to Daniel lones, a senior tax
adviser at Toledo H&R Block, failure to pay
taxes due this year can have an impact on a
person's ability to claim returns in the future.
"It's not what the IRS is penalizing now, it's
not being able to claim future refunds,'1 lones
said.
Some University students who have filed
taxes have done so with their parents.
Regina Buzzard, a junior majoring in middle childhood education, has been filing (ax
returns since high school, sometimes by herself and sometimes with the aid of others.
"My dad did them at first and he taught me
how to do them. I did them on my own for
probably two years and now I let H&R Block
do them," Buzzard said.
Marianne Hessel, a senior majoring in
Africana studies and geography, said she
wonders if she will be able to handle doing
taxes once she is out of college.
"It kind of worries me because I will be
graduating soon, and I won't know how to do
my taxes," Hessel said.

after not performing as
well as they had during

Wood County targets sexual abuse

practice | Page 6
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IRAN: International Atomic Energy Agency chief Mohamed ElBaradei. center, addresses
the media, as Vice President and head of Iran's Atomic Energy Organization Gholam Reza
Aghazadeh. right and Iran's envoy to the IAEA. Ah Asgliar Soltanieh. left, look on. following
their meeting in Tehran. Iran.

and react responsibly to signs
of child sexual abuse.
According to Larson, one
Children are being sexually out of four girls and one out of
abused in Wood County, and six boys are sexually abused
the Family and Child Abuse by their 18th birthday.
Prevention Center wants to
But there are differeducate people to detect the ent types of sexual abuse,
signs of that abuse.
Larson said.
Accordingto Joanne Larson,
"We are talking about a big
program coordinator of the range of behaviors from fonabuse prevention center, child dling to sexual intercourse.
abuse was a "huge problem" in That would include exhibi2006, citing the 139 reports of tion lexposing of the body],
child sexual abuse reported to voyeurism and exposure to
COURTESY Of SHUnERST0a.COM
Wood County Social Services pornography," she said.
CHILD ABUSE: One of four girls and one
in that year alone.
Stewards of Children will of six boys are sexually abused by age 18.
Bowling Green Police help adults comfortably
Department said there were talk to children about child
Lane and at Court Appointed
only two reports of child abuse abuse.
Special Advocate.
in 2007, but those statistics
She said the focus of the
The cost to attend the proare low because many of the program is to protect children
cases are reported to Child by putting the responsibility gram is $1, and the sessions
are funded by Wood County
and Family Services instead.
of recognizing sexual abuse
Alcohol and Drug Addiction
In an effort to prevent cases on adults.
Mental Health Services
of child sexual abuse, Larson
"We as adults should be
appoints key presenters in doing more to protect kids Board.
"The program is helpful for
every district, including nurs- from sexual abuse," Larson
organizations that serve chiles, teachers and guidance said.
dren and youth to educate
counselors, to educate third
Dee Kinney, program coorgraders through the Sexual dinator of the Adult Abuse the staff and volunteers about
Abuse Prevention Program in Prevention Center, stated child sexual abuse and to help
Wood County Schools.
50 percent of children are them develop policies and
The program teaches stu- abused by their biological procedures to prevent sexual
abuse," Larson said.
dents the difference between parents or stepparents.
Kinney also added that
safe and unsafe touches and
Another 45 percent are
teaches them to tell someone abused by somebody they people need to concentrate on
preventing the abuse cycle.
they trust if something inap- know.
"I work with so many adults
propriate happens to them,
The program can be pre- victims that were child vicshe said.
sented anywhere, and is given
Similarly, Stewards of ineitherthree-hoursessionsor tims. We need to concentrate
on stopping all forms of child
Children, a program geared divided sessions with breaks.
abuse so we are not creating
for adults in the community,
There are two programs
teaches people to recognize scheduled in March at Wood adult victims," she said.

Iran's leaders will provide the United
' Nations with past nuclear activity
By George Jahn
The Associated Press

VIENNA, Austria—Iran's leaders
agreed to answer all remaining
questions about their country's
past nuclear activities within
four weeks in talks with the
U.N.'s chief nuclear inspector, his
spokeswoman said yesterday.
The spokeswoman also
said International Atomic
Energy Agency chief Mohamed
ElBaradei received new information on Iran's "new generation of
centrifuges" — a priority as the
agency tries to establish how far
advanced Iran is in developing
the technology, which could be
used in a weapons program.
The four-week deadline
is meant to wrap up an IAEA
probe of past Iranian nuclear
programs. A diplomat familiar
with the talks said that investigation now was focused on the
most delicate aspects of Iran's
past atomic work, including programs linked to U.S. suspicions
the country conducted experiments linked to nuclear arms.
The probe was originally slated to be completed in December,
and the United States and its
allies have been chafing at the
delay, say diplomats accredited
to the IAEA. But they are unlikely
to object publicly if the extension
allows ElBaradei to reveal details
of such secret programs.
In Abu Dhabi yesterday,
President Bush said Iran
"defies the United Nations
and destabilizes the region by
refusing to be open and transparent about its nuclear programs and ambitions."
ElBaradei yesterday ended
a two-day visit to Tehran that
included unprecedented meet-

ings with both Ayatollah Ali
Khamenei, Iran's supreme
leader, and President Mahmoud
Amhmadinejad.
The diplomat said ElBaradei
pressed his case for the need
for Iran to suspend uranium
enrichment, a key U.N. Security
Council demand.
Separately, however, a senior
diplomat expressed doubt
ElBaradei was able to persuade
the Iranians to freeze enrichment and noted Western efforts
for additional U.N. sanctions
against the Islamic republic
would continue unless that condition was met. Both spoke on
condition of anonymity because
they were not authorized to comment publicly on the issue.
The
statement
from
ElBaradei's
spokeswoman,
Melissa Fleming, said the
Tehran talks included "confidence building measures called
for by the Security Council."
The Security Council has
demanded Iran suspend enrichment — which can create both
nuclear fuel and the fissile core
of warheads — as a "confidence
building measure." It has additionally urged the government to
restore broader inspection rights
for the IAEA.
Alluding to the IAEA probe of
Tehran's past nuclear activities
launched last year, Fleming also
said that the talks resulted in
agreement that the "work plan
should be completed in the next
four weeks."
Under the plan, Iran committed itself to answering all lingering questions about its past
See IRAN | Page 2

By Semira Chowdhury
Reporter

What do you do when
you're angry?

KENDRAJACKSON
Junior. HDFS
"I listen to musk; it calms
me down. Sometimes I
just dance." | Pag« 4

TODAY
Snow Showers
High: 32, Low: 27

<#&
TOMORROW
Snow Showers
High: 31. Low: 25
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University professor
earns global praise
By Dave Herrera

Douglas

Senior Editor

On one wall of the University's
Center for Photochemical
Sciences, in a row of thick blue
books, is the doctoral dissertations of some of Douglas
Neckers' students from years
past.
Neckers walks down the line,
pointing at each and naming off
where that student is working
today — five, 10, even 15 years
after graduation from the center
that Neckers directs.
These employers aren't
small potatoes: lohns Hopkins
University.Merck.theUniversiry
of Texas, BASF.
Neckers continues: "He's with
the FBI," he said with a laugh.
AsaMcMasterDistinguished
Research Professor, Neckers
has long been recognized by
the University as a leader in
his science.
Now, Neckers has earned
praise from the international
field with a Fellowship from the
Inter-American Photochemical
Society, a group of photochemi-

Neckers
McMaster
Distinguished
Research Professor

cal researchers.
"I don't know how it happened." Neckers said last week
during an interview in his spacious office filled with books
and journals.
"It's really nice for BG, for the
center and for the people who
1 have so thoroughly enjoyed
working with." he said.
Photochemical scientists
study interactions involving
light.
The results are seen almost
anywhere you look, often in
industrial uses.
Photosynthesis, which converts sunlight into chemical
forms of energy, is a major topic
of study.
Photochemical
research
helped create the bright blue
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BLOTTER
THURSDAY
1:32 P.M.
Gerald Jacob Washington. 20.
was arrested for possession of
marijuana less than 100 grams.
Several bags of marijuana were
discovered inside Washington's
apartment after a search warrant
was obtained
4:27 P.M.
One man sent a threatening text
message challenging another man
to a fight outside of Goodwill.
According to police, when the
man showed up at Goodwill, the
challenger would not get out of his
locked car.

FRIDAY
1:08 A.M.
Kara M Fallon. 18. of Avon Lake.
Ohio, was cited for underage drinking and being under the influence
of alcohol. She was observed sitting on the back porch of a South
Summit Street home vomiting.
1:33 A.M.
Bree Ann Shollenberger. 18. of
Bowling Green, was cited for underage and under the influence when
she was stopped while fleeing a
party on South Summit Street.
1:39 A.M.
Emily P. Chnstyson. 18. of Rocky
River. Ohio, was cited for underage
possession of alcohol when she
was observed walking in an alley on
South Summit Street with an open
beer can.
1:42 A.M.
John Patrick Forbes Rappleye.
18. of Cuilver, Ind.. was observed

urinating in public and was cited for
disorderly conduct.

Winters evolution brings big weather changes
ByMicha.lHill

1:52 A.M.
Brandon R Scarl. 21. and Bradley
Scott Kubltn. 21. of South Summit
Street, were both cited as the hosts
of a nuisance party.
1:54 A.M.
Robert M. Ernsburger. 19. of
Eastlake, Ohio, was observed walking across Mam Street with an
open can of beer and was arrested
for underage possession and open
container.
1:55 A.M.
Christopher James Brett, 21, of
Portland. Maine, was observed
urinating in the Howards parking
lot on North Main Street and was
cited for disorderly conduct.
2:08 A.M.
Megan M. Gibbons. 20, of Bowling
Green, was cited for crossing railroad tracks while the gates were
activated and for possessing the ID
of another person.
2:30 A.M.
Tessa S Churchill. 21, of Millbury.
Ohio, was cited for running a red
light and refusing a sobriety test.
2:40 A.M
Jesse L. Tschannen. 18, of
Columbus, was observed urinating behind a building on East
Wooster Street and was cited for
disorderly conduct

N ONLINE: Gotowwwbgnewscomfor
Usv the complete blotter list

The Associated Press

ALBANY, N.Y. — Earlier
blooms. Less snow to shovel.
Unseasonable warm spells.
Signs that winters in the
Northeast are losing their bite
have been abundant in recent
years and now researchers
have nailed down numbers to
show just how big the changes
have been.
A study of weather station
data from across the Northeast
from 1965 through 2005 found
December-March temperatures increased by 2.5 degrees.
Snowfall totals dropped by an
average of 8.8 inches across the
region over the same period,
and the number of days with
at least 1 inch of snow on the
ground decreased by nine days
on average.
"Winter is warming greater
than any other season," said
Elizabeth Burakowski. who
analyzed data from dozens of
stations for her master's thesis
in collaboration with Cameron
Wake, a professor at the
University of New Hampshire's
Institute for the Study of Earth.
Oceans and Space.
Burakowski, who graduated from UNH in December,
found that the biggest snowfall
decreases were in December
and February. Stations in New
England showed the strongest

IRAN

NECKERS
From Page 1
light a dentist uses to quickly
harden a liquid tooth filling.
Neckers, with his research
group at the University, has
guided studies that use photochemical sciences to improve
CAT scans.
Only 4 percent of the society
can he awarded Fellowships,
and only two are handed out
each year.
i ellowsalsohavelhcsociety's
$22 membership fee waived.
The award's description says
recipients must offer "outstanding lifetime scientific achievements in photochemistry."
Recipients can also contribute "to either the science of photochemistry as a discipline or
the furtherance of the society
through service."
"He has accomplishments in
all these areas," said Cornelia
Bonne, the l-APS president and
a professor at the University of
Victoria in Canada. "He is a very,
very, very public advocate of
photosciences."

Neckers graduated with a

After graduating, he taught at
1 lope College in Holland, Mich.,
then had a brief stint at the
University of New Mexico.
He was hired as director of
BGSU's chemistry department
in 1973, with the goal of adding the authority to grant Ph.D.s,
which took more than a decade.
HehelpedestablishtheCenter
for Photochemical Sciences in
1985, which was given Ph.D.
authority in 1988.
"It was the right time, and
this was the right place,"
Neckers said.
"It's very interactive and it's
very interdisciplinary," he said.
"That's very positive."
"We had to think about ways
to do things that were collaborative and together so that we
could maximize our resources."
This is not the first time the
l-APS has honored Neckers.
In 1999 he won the l-APS
Award in Photochemistry for
"outstanding contributions
by members of the society to
the advancement of the photochemical and photophysical sciences."

FALL 2008 LEASING
COM I SKIN liriOIMY! UNITS U>l\( ,

MKEGHOU AP PHOTO
WINTER WARMTH: Ducks enjoy the warm weather on a pond in Lake George. NY

president of the trade association Ski Vermont, but he echoed
DeGaetano's point that snow
totals have gone up and down.
"We've seen some erratic winters in recent years," Riehle said.
"The mood swings of Mother
Nature, perhaps, are deeper
than they used to be."
Butwhileskislopescanfireup
snow-making guns to compensate for lack of flurries, snowmobilers and cross-country skiers havecomplained about later
starts and fewer trails covered
with snow.
Cross-country skiers never
even get in the right frame of
mind during some winters, said
Mark Booska of the Hudson
Valley Ski Club.
"They look out their window
and they're not thinking skiing."
he said.

nationwide from 1948 to 2006
and found that patterns varied
regionally and seasonally.
For the Northeast in winter,
he found totals mostly decreasing along coastal areas, with
an increasing trend along the
Great Lakes.
■
Art DeGaetano, of the
Northeast Regional Climate
Center at Cornell University,
said regions around New York
state have recorded negative
trends in snowfall since 1970.
DeGaetano cautioned that
snowfall totals can vary a lot
from year to year. Ust month,
for example, snow totals were
wellaboveaveragefor December
across much of the Northeast.
Ski center operators also
have noticed an incremental
increase in temperatures over
the decades, said Parker Riehle,

Plane crashes in rural Ohio, killing 4

From Page 1
Ph.D. from the University of
Kansas in 1963.

decreases in winter snowfall,
about 3 inches a decade.
There were wide disparities
in snowfall over the eight-state
region, with average totals
ranging from 13.5 inches at
Cape May, N.J., to 137.6 inches
at Oswego, N.Y. Some stations
on the Great Lakes, where lakeeffect storms are common,
showed an increase.
The reduction in days with
at least an inch of snow on
the ground was the most pronounced at stations between
42 and 44 degrees latitude — a
band that includes most of
Massachusetts, a thick slice of
upstate New York and southern
sections of Vermont and New
I lampshire.
Burakowski cites two likely
causes for the reduction in
so-called snow-covered days:
higher maximum temperatures
and "snow-albedo feedback," in
which less snow cover to begin
with allows more sunshine
warmth to be absorbed by the
darker ground, making it less
conducive to snow cover.
The research has yet to
appear in a peer-reviewed
journal, though meteorologists who have studied longterm climate trends said the
observations appear to be in
line with other research.
Richard Heim of the National
Climatic Data Center looked
at trends in snowfall totals

nuclear activities — including
those it has evaded since 2003,
when nearly 20 years of clandestine
atomic work on the part of Tehran
were revealed.
Shortly before ElBaradei's trip,
diplomats told the AP that Tehran
had ended years of stonewalling
and begun providing some information on topics including whether it ever had a military nuclear
program and the state of its enrichment technology.
"Iran also provided information
on its research and development
activities on a new generation of
centrifuges." said Fleming's statement.
While IAEA experts have access
to Iran's declared enrichment program using ouUnoded P-1 centrifuges, it has been kept in the dark
about the existence of the state-of
-the-art P-2 machine.
Iranian officials confirmed the
existence of a P-2 research program
only last year. As late as November,
diplomats told the AP that agency
had recently been denied access
to a workshop testing and developing the P-2. large-scale use of
P-2s would allow Iran to accelerate
its enrichment program, which the
government insists is only to create
the capability to make electricity.

LAKESIDE, Ohio — A small
plane crashed in a rural residential area as its pilot prepared to land Saturday, killing
four people aboard, a sheriffs
department said.
No injuries were reported to
people on the ground.
The crew of the twin-engine
Cessna 340 had radioed their
intention to land at the ErieOttawa Regional Airport at
about noon, airport director
lack Stables said.
I le did not know where the
llight originated.
Alice Orshoski, who lives in
the neighborhood, said she
heard an engine sputtering
overhead just before the plane
hit the ground.
The two men and two women
on board were killed, the State
I lighway Patrol said.
Stables said he watched the
plane fry across a field near the
airport to begin the landing pattern. Its landing gear and flaps
were down, apparently in preparation for landing, he said.
"Everything seemed normal
and I could hear both engines
working fine," he said. "Then we
never heard from them again."
The plane crashed in a rural

LUKEWMK DKWtll PM0T0
PLANE CRASH: Ottawa County coroners investigate the interior ol an airplane that
crashed Saturday in Danoury Township. Ohio. Alt (our occupants ol the twin engine Cessna
540 were killed in the crash.

residential area about 200 or 300
feet from a house, Stables said.
The identities of the victims
had not been released and
the cause of the crash had not
been determined late Saturday
night, said State Highway Patrol
spokesman Carlos Smith.
Authorities were still trying to
reach relatives of the victims,
he said.
Hours later in St. Petersburg,
Fla„ a single-engine plane
crashed into Tampa Bay while
trying to land at St. PetersburgClearwater
International

Airport, killing three people
aboard, authorities said.
The Cessna 172 crashed into
the water about 100 yards short
of the runway, authorities said.
The Pinellas County Sheriff s
Office identified the three
killed as pilot loscph P. Bellamy,
31, of Pinellas Park, and his
parents Gordon I). Bellamy, 55,
and Susan C. Bellamy, 53, both
ofl'alatka.
Their bodies were all recovered from the submerged plane
by divers and no one else was
aboard, authorities said.

HERE TONIGHT

Check It Out!
Campbell Hill Apartments

V

(308.314.318. 324.326,328,330 Campbell Hill Rd.)
• 2 and 3 bedroom townhouses
• Furnished
• A/C, dishwasher, garbage disposals,
microwaves
• Washer & dryer
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Heinz Apartments
/

(SOX N. Fjiterprise St., 424 Frazee Ave.)
• 3 bedroom
• Furnished
• A/C, fireplaces, microwaves
• 2 baths
• FREE wireless internet

LENHART GRAND

BALLROOM
IN
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Mercer Manor Apartments
(/

FREE PIZZA

(323 and 331 Mercer Rd.)
• 3 bedroom
• Furnished
• A/C, fireplaces, dishwasher,
microwaves, and garbage disposal
• 2 baths
• FREE wireless internet

Slop by Ihe office for our current listings of available units!
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LOCAL GIRL SCOUTS SUPPORT THE TEAM ALONGSIDE FALCON CHEERLEADERS

GET A LIFE
CALENDAR Of EVENTS
Sen? events taken from e*ntsbgsuedu

8 a.m.
SMART Mentor Applications Available
134 Founders

8:50 a.m.
Greek House Director Meeting
314 Union

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Rebecca Kaler - Paintings
The Little Gallery

Noon - 4 p.m.
Founders Day Celebration
Union Table Space

6:50 - 9:50 p.m.
Auditions (or "Fat Pig." Check the call
board outside the Department of Theatre
and Film lor details and to sign up (or an
audition slot.
3S8 South Hall

9 -11 p.m.
Wayne Hoffman - Mentalist and
illusionist Free event and free pizza.
Union Ballroom

When Jerome Library
opened in 1967,the

ENOCH WU

builders had forgotten

GO FALCONS: Cheerleader Morgen Spon helps lead local Girl Scouls in a cheer during the women's basketball game against Ohio University on Saturday. Spon is pictured here demonstrating the motions o( a cheer during a period
break. The women's basketball team won 60-45

to build telephone jacks
into the whole building!

Controlling mental illness

ourney down a 'Winding Road'
Students seek spiritual answers in new group on campus
By Adam Louis
Reporter

ZBIGNIEW BZ0AK I MCTPHCIO
HEALTH: Jill Manges stands in the library at Eastern Illinois University in Charleston. Ill She suffers from PTSD and was suspended for a year
by school officials (or suffering a flashback in classroom.

On top of academic and social
pressures, many students grapple with heavy religious questions. Is there one Ciod, or several? If there is a higher power
watch i ng over us, why is there so
much evil in the world?
Spirituality can be a rough
road to travel, but students no
longer have to walk alone.
Next
month,
Kenneth
l'argament, a psychology professor at the University, will
hold the first of nine meetings of a new experimental
group, Winding Road. Led by
Pargament and six of his graduate students, Winding Hoad
gives students the opportunity
to discuss spiritual struggles
and life's tough questions.

Schools crack down on students with psychological disorders
By Bonnie Miller Rubin
and Megan Twohey
MCT

CHICAGO — lill Manges was
in her French history class at
Eastern Illinois University, when
she felt the symptoms — the
waves of nausea, the tightness
in the throat — that signaled an
impending flashback.
Threading her way through
the row of desks that September
afternoon, Manges — who suffers from post-traumatic stress
disorder — willed herself to the
door, blacking out just outside
her classroom.
Twelve days later, the school
gave her two options: Take a medical leave or we'll kick you out.
That same month, Michelle
Pomerleau.astudentatSt.Norbert
College in Wisconsin, faced a
similar fate when she overdosed
on prescription drugs.
"I am concerned for your wellbeing, Michelle, but your behavior is impacting other students
in a negative manner," wrote a
school vice president in a letter
delivered while Pomerieau was
still in the hospital.
From large public institutions
to small, private colleges, a grow-

"The message is that
we only want people
here who don't have
mental impairments."
.

Karen Bowet | Attorney

ing number of schools are taking
punitive action against students
who display mental illness, ranging from bipolar disorder to eating disorders, experts say.
With better mental health services in younger grades, more
youth with mental illness are
arriving on college campuses
than ever before. At the same
time, courts have indicated
that schools can be held legally responsible if students harm
themselves or others.
Administrators, mindful of the
safety of the larger community,
say they need to be proactive.
But critics call it overreactive. They say schools are
discriminating against those
who have a medical condition,
deterring students from seeking help and driving dangerous behavior underground.
"The message is that we only

want people here who don't
have physical or mental impairments," said Karen Bower, an
attorney with the Bazelon Center
for Mental Health Law. "And if
you have one, youd better have it
under control at all times."
The Washington-based organization represents students
who were removed from campus. Bower used to get one call
a month. Now, she says, she's
getting one a week.
A turning point was 2002, when
a state court held that officials
a) the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology could be sued for
failing to prevent the suicide of
a student.
Then came the Virginia Tech
shootings last April, a wake-up
call that today's counseling centers are dealing with much more
than an'gst over failing grades or
bad break-ups. Administrators
say it doesn't take a violent episode to disrupt a campus.
St. Norbert would not take
action against students who
quietly battle their own demons,
said lay Fostner, a vice president
at the school. But it would move
against students who repeatedly
pull classmates or faculty into
their suffering.

Winding Road is not affiliated
with any church and does not
scekan'ultimatetruth," according to the program's Web site.
Spiritual struggles are turning points, which can either lead
to spiritual growth or a loss of
faith, l'argament said. According
to one of his studies at Duke
University Medical Center, hospitalized senior citizens who
struggle spiritually are at an
increased risk of dying over the
next two years. However, many
overcame their struggles and
grew in their faiths.
One of the best ways for a
person to rise above a spiritual
struggle is to talk it through.
"Many people feel ashamed
of their own questions and
doubts and keep them to themselves," said graduate student
Kavita Desai in a press release.

"As a result they get spiritually
stuck."
Pargament and his students
are excited about the opportunity and challenges Winding
Road will bring.
"In my experience, [Winding
Roadl is something unique and
exciting," said graduate student
Shauna McCarthy.
The program is free, but space
is limited. Students of all religious backgrounds and beliefs
a re welcome.
A survey linked to Winding
Road's Web site will determine
if interested students qualify for
the study.
For more
information
about Winding Road, students
can contact Pargament at
kpargam@bgsu.edu or visit its
Web site at http://psych.bgsu.
edu/windingroad.htm.

HOUSES! HOUSES! HOUSES!
BEST SELECTION OF 1,2,3,4, AND 5 BEDROOM HOUSES
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 2008.
Amenities included in many of our houses:
-

Furnished or unfurnished
Washer and Dryer
Garbage disposal, dishwasher
Large yards
1 and 2 car garages
Full basements
Most homes are NEW or REMODELED

-

Air conditioning
Gas log fireplaces
1-2 blocks from campus
May or August leases available
Microwaves
Walk in closets

■MHflH

3-5 People allowed depending on location

'^JS.^,

CALL FOR DETAILS (*19) 352-0717

www.greenbriarrentQls.com

WIRELESS

G»EEIWIIR7MC

SUPERSTORES

NOW OPEN
1616 East Wooster St.
Bowling Green. OH 43402

(419)353-2355

Management Inc.

1045 N. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800
www.meccabg. com

Student Housing

meccabg.com

Walking Distance From BGSU Campus

Accessories for all Phone Models:

Bluetooth

VOn70nwireless

Clltel
wireless

■jthorfced agent

Phone Cases & Covers
Wall & Car Chargers
■ Replacement Batteries
We offer Pre-Paid Refills for all Major Carriers
We Buy and Sell Cell Phones

Get a $10 Gift Card
With Any Purchase

FORUM

"Americans mistakenly think they can bring the Iranian nation to its knees with pressure."
- Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, the supreme leader of Iran, on recent Bush administration lobbying of Arab states to
enforce sanctions against Iranian state-owned banks and their elite Revolutionary Guard [from www.nytimes.com].
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET
I throw a fit"

What do you do when you're angry?
1 vent to family and

"Storm out of the

"I read boob, call my

friends."

dorm and walk

mom. It depends."

I*

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have your own take on

around."

today's People On The
Sweet? Or a suggestion (or
BETHANY POWELL.
Senior. HDFS

STEVEN TOPPER.
Sophomore, Psychology

2 easy steps to keep
your resolutions

"When people in the Middle East burn the

"Even though New
Year's resolutions

selfish nation, who seeks not to free people,

most of us, in 2008
we can make our
resolutions possible
to reach."
weight might be a realistic goal
for certain people and unrealistic for others. Losing weight
involves a lot of tasks that must
be accomplished weekly in
order for the desired weight
loss to be reached.
If people want to lose weight,
they have to change their dieting, exercise every day and
change their style of living.
Changing a style of living could
include watching television less
or doing more physical activities.
Losing weight can be an
unrealistic goal because plenty
of goals have to be set for one
main goal to be reached. It
might sound like a challenge
to set realistic goals, but it is
important to remember that we
build up our character when we
complete goals that are possible.
Even though New Year's resolutions aren't achieved by most
of us, in 2008 we can make our
resolutions possible to reach.
The best way to remember
our resolutions throughout the
year is to write them down.
Write your goals on something
that you look at every day, such
as a calendar or notepads.
Write the goals you want to
reach on certain days within
the calendar, and make a
promise to act on the goals. It
would be better to use sticky
notepad so you can stick the
note wherever you want. If you
glance at the note every day,
it will be impossible to forget
what your resolutions are.
The best way to set realistic
goals is to know what your
strengths and weaknesses are.
Do not set goals that prevail on
your strengths, but set goals
that focus on your weaknesses.
Focusing on the weaknesses
will set realistic goals that can
be reached because it boosts a
person's motivation for success.
— Send responses to
Le'Marqunita's column to
thenews@bgnews.com.

a question? Give us your
feedback at bqnews.com.

The illusion of the American dictatorship
American flag, they do it with the sincere
belief that the United States is a violent,

aren't achieved by
Sitting, waiting and counting for the last 10 seconds
when the New Year's ball will
fall and drop on the street.
Whoever knew that 10 seconds
symbolizes a transition in a lot
of people's lives?
Counting down into the New
Year is exciting because we start
to reminisce about all the wrong
and right things that we have
done in the previous year. For
all the wrong things that we've
done prior to the New Year, we
think of ways that we can make
the next year better.
New Year's resolutions were
created for people to set new
goals that they want to achieve
for the upcoming year. Some
goals might be as simple as
reading more, while other goals
might be more difficult, such as
getting straight A's in school.
However, New Year's resolutions lead to no resolutions for
most people. Why don't people
follow through?
There are two main reasons
why people set New Year's
resolutions, but never fulfill
them. First, throughout the year
people forget what their New
- Year's resolutions were. Second.
- a lot of the goals that people set
! are unrealistic.
It may be easy to remember
goals that most of us write down
at the beginning of the year, but
as the year progresses we start
to forget these goals. Usually,
a resolution is something that
can be accomplished within a
year, but it is difficult to remember one goal for an entire year.
Work, school, relationships and
family are factors that are most
important in a lot of our lives.
Dealing with other factors
pertaining to life becomes a
main priority over minor resolutions that were created. Life
. issues start to become impor; tant and it causes people to forrget about the goals they made at
! the beginning of the year.
The next reason people
do not follow through with
their New Year's resolution
is because most goals people
set are unrealistic. When
someone realizes that a goal
is not attainable, they become
discouraged and give up on
reaching it. For example, losing

CHRISTINA CARY.
Sophomore. Integrated
Math

JOHN POLTER.
Sophomore. Spot
Management

Democracy suffered a blow on
Dec. 27. On that day, Benazir
Bhutto was killed.
In the weeks prior, Bhutto
had been critical of Pakistani
President Pervez Musharraf s
policies leading up to the
nation's election, most notably his declaration of a state
of emergency in Pakistan.
She recognized the political
problems in the nation that led
to the action, but was quoted
saying "The extremists need a
dictatorship, and dictatorship
needs extremists."
The first part of that idea is
especially important: It outlines the greatest recruitment
tool of terrorist networks such
as al-Qaeda.
As cliche' as it sounds, alQaeda hates freedom. That
isn't hard to figure out; without exception, religious fundamentalists hate freedom. They
may put a cute cover on it —
"traditional values," "moral-

but to enslave them."
ity,' etc. — but the premise is
the same: Keep people in line.
When conditions are their
harshest, people are easy to
recruit into their ranks.
These are not mindless
drones that we are Fighting,
these are people — living, feeling people. 1 cannot say that 1
know what causes a person to
hate another one so much that
they would turn to mindless
violence, but I have a pretty
good idea.
When people in the Middle
East burn the American Pag,
they do it with the sincere
belief that the United States is
a violent, selfish nation, that
seeks not to free people, but to
enslave them. They do not see
our markets, our newspapers,
or our universities — only the
bullets from our weapons.
To win the battle, our

THINK YOU CAN DO BETTER?
Are you opinionated? Do you love to write?
Do you want to be part of an award-winning news team?

The BG News is currently recruiting
articulate, passionate students who want to
have a big impact on their community.
Opinion columnist and cartoonist positions
are still available!
E-mail thenews(»>bgnews.com for more information.

nation's leaders will have to
show that the American way is
more than just blind nationalism and warfare. "The extremists need a dictatorship, and
dictatorship needs extremists."
Iraq is going to be a huge
point in our efforts to change
the way the Middle East sees
us. Events from Abu Ghraib
to Black water have undoubtedly tarnished the image of
our military to Iraqi people.
Events like these do not
make us look like heroes, but
heartless barbarians.
Under these conditions,
al-Qaeda may not have a dictatorship, but the illusion of one
is all they need. Our actions
are easily cast as an invasion
rather than liberation, and our
continued presence is quickly
painted as occupation instead
of rebuilding.
While the presidential candidates have been using the
word "change" to the point
that they sound more like
homeless people, the United
States is in dire need of it. Our
leadership will have to show
that we have a commitment
to making Iraq a democratic
nation, and more importantly,
a sovereign democratic nation.
If we truly are the best thing
for Iraqi people, we need a
leader who will prove it; we
removed one dictator, but do
the Iraqis really think we've
done more than replace him?

1 don't have an answer for
that, but 1 hope they do. AlQaeda thrives when its members can disguise following
them as a course to freedom
— and they can only do that
when the alternative appears
worse. "The extremists need
a dictatorship."
If we look like a dictatorship,
the extremists will have what
they need to set up their own.
If we look like we want a free
Iraq, terrorist networks will be
hard-pressed to find someone
wanting to stop us.
While I haven't liked this
administration's handling of
the war in Iraq, there is one
recent event that does bring
hope. Recently, low-ranking
members of the Ba'ath party
have been allowed to return to
the government jobs they held
while Saddam Hussein was in
power. While I don't dispute
that Hussein was an ugly part
of Iraq's past, allowing members of his party to return to
their jobs represents a step
toward freedom.
Although we don't want
groups like the Westboro
Baptists or the KKK to exist
within American society,
allowing them to do just
that serves as a reminder of
the freedom we enjoy here.
If we can show the Middle
East that we are committed
to bringing our freedom to
them, not in the form of soldier but in the form of true
democracy and independence, then the extremists
will find themselves robbed
of the dictatorship they need.
—Send responses to Benjainitis
column to tlienews@bgnews.coni

WEB SITE POLL
Q: Who gave you the
best gift during break?

My parents: 51%

My boyfriend/
girlfriend: 25%

My favorite gifts
are the ones I buy
myself: 15%

TOMORROW IN FORUM
Columns from Brian Kutzley and Mwendah M'Mailutha.

Someone else: 9%

Schedule iubj«ct to ch*ng*

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor;
■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

MICHAEL WEIGMAN ' THE BG MEWS

The BG NewspoHis not scientific and reflects Me opinions
of only those Internet users
who have chosen to participate
Ihe results cannot be assumed
to represent the opinions of
Internet users in general nor
the public as a whole.

b

SEE WHAT BGNEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP HEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stories from the paper
and online extras.

SLOGGING
Our food blog by
Freddy Hunt with leave
you hungry for more!

ARCHIVES
Miss something? Check
out hundreds of stories
and columns since 2000.

Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.

THE BG NEWS
LISA HALVERSTADT, EDITOR IN CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green. Ohio 454031 Phone: (419) 572-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
,

Web site: http://www.bgnews.com
Advertising: 204 WestJHall | Phone: (419) 572-2606

. -i».«w> ■■■»■« a»»

DAVE HERRERA. SENIOR EDITOR
CANDICE JONES, SENIOR EDITOR
KELLY DAY, CAMPUS EDITOR
TIM SAMPSON, CITY EDITOR
STEPHANIE GUKKMJ. DESIGN EDITOR
BRIAN SZABELSKL WEB EDITOR
KRISTEN MOONEY.C0PY CHIEF
CHRIS VOLOSCHUK, SPORTS EDITOR
ADDIECURUS, PULSE EDITOR
CHRimJOHNSOHSPEOALSECTIONS EDITOR
ENOCH WU, PHOTO EDITOR

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 500
words. These are usually in response
to a current issue on the Unrversity's
campus or the Bowling Green area
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area Two submissions per
month maximum.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
aid Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not
be printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenews@bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column" All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the views of The BG News

NATION

WWWBGNEWS.COM
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Body of 3-year-old found near shore; two siblings still missing
ByGarryMitch.il
,

The Associated Press

MOBILE, Ala. — The body of a
3-year-old boy was recovered
yesterday in the search for four
children allegedly thrown from
a coastal bridge by their father,
authorities said.
The body was found near
shore by a search team, a day
after a duck hunter found
the body of the boy's infant
brother about five miles west
of the bridge in a marshy area,
Mobile County Sheriff Sam
Cochran said.
The 3-year-old's body was
spotted near shore in Bayou l.a
Fourche Bay, about three miles
west of where the infant was
found, authorities said.
Cochran said the remaining two bodies could be in the
same area or shifted by cur-

Lam
Luong
Suspected of
murdering his
four children
rent closer to the AlabamaMississippi line.
The search will resume
today and is expected to concentrate on the marshes along
the shore.
"Everyone should be on the
lookout," Cochran said.
The search for the children
— ranging in age from a few
months to 3 years — began
last Tuesday near the mouth
of Mobile Bay after prosecutors said the father, Earn Euong,
confessed.
The children's mother, 23-

year-old Kieu Phan, had gone
with I.uong to report them
missing this evening.
After the infant's body was
found Saturday, authorities
expanded the search zone
westward toward Pascagoula,
Miss.
Authorities believe that
the strong currents may have
moved the remaining bodies in
that direction.
As helicopters and airplanes
searched, airboats shuttled volunteers into the shallow mudboggy shoreline.
Some volunteers walked
hand-in-hand in a slow stroll,
upending logs and probing
debris dumped by the high
tide.
Luong, 37, a shrimp boat
worker who lives in Irvington,
was being held without bond on
four counts of capital murder.

If convicted, he could be sentenced to death or life in prison
without parole.
District Attorney )ohn Tyson
Jr. said Luong had confessed to
throwing Ryan Phan, 3, Hannah
Luong, 2, Lindsey Luong, 1, and
Danny Luong, 4 months, off the
three-mile-long bridge after an
argument with his wife.
Luong later recanted, claiming two Asian women took the
children and never returned
them.
A witness saw him on the
80-foot-tall two-lane bridge
with the children. Another
witness saw him leave the
area without the children,
police said.
Luong's appointed attorney,
Joe Kulakowski. met with Luong
yesterday, and did not immediately return a phone message
for comment.

JOHN DAVID MERCER
RECOVERED: A USMC rescue boat returns to the Alabama Stale Docks with the remains
of a second body lound just west of Point Aux Pins yesterday near Bayou La Batre. Ala. A
second body was recovered yesterday in ihe search for four children allegedly ihrown from a
coastal bridge by their father, the sheriff said.

Happy 2008!

Marine wanted for rape, murder seen at station
ByMik*B«k«r
The Associated Press

1
1

JACKSONVILLE, N.C. — The
nationwide manhunt for a Marine
wanted in the bnital slaying of a
20-year-old pregnant colleague
who had accused him of rape
focused yesterday on Louisiana
and Texas, after he was apparently
seen at a bus station.
Witnesses said they saw Marine
Cpl. Cesar Armando laurean at a
Shreveport, la., station Saturday
night, Onslow County Sheriff Ed
Brown said. TTie bus laurean was
riding was headed to Texas, but
police don't know if he continued
on that route, he said.
Brown cautioned late yester-

Maria
Lauterbach
Her remains were
found in a fire pit in
Laurean's backyard

day that his detectives were still
working to confirm the sightings, backing away from earlier assurances that the witness
accounts were genuine. But he
was confident Laurean would
soon be in custody.
On Saturday, authorities
said they recovered what they
believe to be the burned remains
of Marine lance Cpl. Maria
lauterbach and her unborn

child from a fire pit in laurean's
backyard, where they suspect he
burned and buried her body.
Those remains have been
sent to the state medical examiner's office in Chapel Hill for a
formal identification.
That same day, state authorities issued an arrest warrant on
murder charges for Laurean, 21,
of the Las Vegas area They believe
he fled Jacksonville before dawn
Friday after leaving behind a note
in which he admitted burying her
body but claimed Lauterbach cut
her own throat in a suicide.
Brown has challenged Laurean's
assertion that Lauterbach killed
herself, citing what he described as
evidence of a violent confrontation

MTV SPRING BREAK

inside laurean's home — blood
spatters on the ceiling and a massive amount of blood on the wall.
Brown said yesterday that evidence in the case "leads us to
believe that he would be a dangerous and violent person if put
in a comer."
Brown has said lauterbach
purchased a bus ticket to El Paso,
Texas, around the rime of her disappearance, but said yesterday
authorities are not in possession
of the ticket.
Shreveport police Chief I lenry
Whitehom Sr. told The Associated
Press said his department is working with the U.S. Marshal's Service
and other law enforcement agencies to locate laurean.
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(719)248-6767

Unwind, Relax...
and receive a FREE one hour $ift certificate when you
purchase 2 one hour massage therapy sessions
If I

lU

■ NO ON IER Hi., y
In Touch With Wellness
322 N Grove
Bowling Green, OH
Thank you Bowling Greenl
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NOW LEASING FOR FALL 08

Panama City Beach
800-488-8828
www.sandpiperbeacon.com
FREE

SPRING

MODEL SEARCH

BREAK

CALENDAR

* VALID FOR FIRST 1000 RESERVATIONS.
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A Tropical Paradise

NOT JUST WHAT YOU WANT... WHAT YOU NEED!

• Aruba Airbrush tanning
$19.95 for beautiful tan lines

• Color/Cut specials for students and faculty

FREE Washer/Dryer, Dishwasher, Build-in Microwave
FREE Internet/Cable, Private Shuttle Service
PRIVATE Bathroom in each Bedroom
PRIVATE Clubhouse w/Fitness Center & Game Room
HUGE bedrooms and Closet Space
HUGE Back Deck area perfect for Cook-Outs
LOW monthly Rates
FREE T-SHIRTS with Application!

• Gentle and sanitary nails and pedicures

Help Make a Difference
Be a volunteer with Victims Services and help
sexual assault and dating violence victims.
♦♦♦

Available Positions
VICTIM

S
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ADVOCATES

1 H i < .ill positions to respond to crisis situations
In the evenings and weekends. Requires 40 hrs ol training
and one year ol volunteer service.
Training Classes
Thurs. evenings ♦ 5:00 - 7:30pm * Jan 24 - Mar 20.
Core Groups
Mon. evenings ♦ 6:00 - 8:30 ♦ Jan 28 - Mar 24
(No training during spring break.)
This training looks great on resumes lor many careers!

".' '. I - '

AIDES

11i-oitio- positions providing chlldcare, doing fund-raising
or helping with special events. Requires 2 hrs of training and
10 hrs ol volunteer service during the semester.

-UNfcJttC

Deadline for applications is lues, Jan 15 at 5 p.m.
♦♦♦
CONTACT INFORMATION

Julie Broadwell
419.352.9504 ext. 3505
or vlctlms@bc.wcnet.org for an application

Behavior

nnections

4 bdrm entry level

4 bdrm upper level

1
f
4 bdrm lower level

2057 NAPOLEON RD. BOWLING GREEN, OH 43402 ■ PHONE: 419-353-3300
E-MAIL: bowlinggreen@cbeech.com
WWW.COPPERBEECHTOWNHOMES.COM
.■^•-~*. «■
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SIDELINES

Falcons tame the Bobcats
BG avenges '07 loss, beats Ohio in
front of record crowd Saturday
By Jordan Cravens
Reporter

FOOTBALL
Colts downed by
Chargers in Indy
In front of their home
fans at the RCA Dome in
Indianapolis. Peyton Manning
and the Colts were upset by
the banged-up, but gritty San
Diego Chargers yesterday.
28-24. San Diego quarterback
Philip Rivers and running back
Ladanian Tomlinson were
both injured in the game
Page 7

FOOTBALL
. Eli Manning, Giants
moving on
: Tony Romo and the NFC
favorite Dallas Cowboys were
stunned yesterday by the
surging New York Giants and
the other Manning, Eli, 21-17
Page 8

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog

ENOCH WU
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TO THE HOLE: Freshman forward Cryslal Murdaugh had her besl game as a Falcon Saturday
against Ohio, with 17 points and II rebounds.

Th". record crowd of 3,010 who
gathered at Anderson Arena to
watch BG take on pre-season
Mid-American Conference
favorite Ohio got what they
came to see as BG came out on
top 60-45 in a game that was
closer than the score dictated.
A battle between two aggressive teams where the lead
changed nine times in 40
minutes of play, it was BG's
freshmen, combined with
fierce offensive rebounding
and overall heart, that gave the
Falcons the edge.
Freshman
Crystal
Murdaugh, making her breakthrough game, finished with
17 points and 11 rebounds,
which was complemented by
freshman Lauren Prochaska's
double-double.
"We battled and we fought
and our freshmen did not back
down all game, and a huge
game by Crystal Murdaugh to
really get us going," BG coach
Curt Miller said.
Although only five players
for each team are allowed
on the court at one time, it
was apparent that BG had an
extra player out there — at

"We battled and we fought and our
freshmen did not back down all game, and a
huge game by Crystal Murdaugh
to really get us going."
Curt Miller I BG women's basketball coach

least in spirit.
"When this place starts to
put fans in it, it is as loud as
any place you'll play in the
country and they're our sixth
man," Miller said, discussing
the impacts of the Saturday's
crowd.
"Seven years ago you could
yell out people's names across
the arena and you could say hi
to them during the game and
now I am hoarse at the end
of every game because it's so
loud and they can't hear me out
there." Miller said.
Molding the advantage in
rebounding 40-34 overall and
10-5 in offensive boards over
the Bobcats who came in to the
game being the top offensive
rebounding team in the MAC
and gave the team a large boost
down the stretch.
Winning by eight with 3:40
left to go in regulation, fans

got to their feet just before two
layups by Tara Breske, who
also finished in double figures,
extended the lead to 12.
For the remainder of the
game up until the final minute, Ohio played the fouling
game but never gained from
it as the Falcons held down
the fort to go onto a decisive
15-point victory.
Perhaps an unsung hero
of the game was Lindsey
Goldsberry, who came away
with six steals and 10 points as
she disrupted Ohio's passing
lines, stripped the ball on double teams and made numerous
hustle plays.
But winning didn't come
easy, and with last year's defeat
handed to the Falcons by Ohio
still fresh in their minds, the
See WOMEN | Page 7

Be sure to take a look at The
BG News Sports Blog to get
updates and information on
all of your favorite BG teams.

Men's basketball drops tough game

The blog is also good for live
game updates for hockey and
men's and women's basketball
games
http://www.bgnewssports.

to Kent State on the road
By Bill Bordawick
Assistant Sports Editor

blogspot.com

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
„ 1987—Catfish Hunter and
?Billy Williams are elected to
Ihe Baseball Hall of Fame
'1974-The World Football
League is formed
1943—Alex Smart of
. Montreal becomes the first
, NHL player to record a hat
; trick ,n his first game
1932—Horse racing legend
■ ;Eddie Arcaro wins his first race

The List
The NBA has been pretty

Spotting the opposition the first 12
points is a daunting task to overcome — it becomes increasingly
difficult when the team doing the
spotting has trouble scoring itself.
This situation reared its ugly
head Saturday night as BG saw
Kent State runoff the fi rst 12 points
of the game and never look back en
route to a 63-49 victory.
"We spotted them 12 points early
and you can't do that to a good
team like Kent," said BG coach
Louis Orr. They are too much of a
veteran, experienced team."
During the 12-0 run, the
Falcons missed four shots, turned
the ball over twice and had to
call two timeouts before positive
points were put on the board by
Darryl Clements.
The Falcons proceeded to go on
a 12-4 run to cut the deficit to four
at 16-12. The Flashes responded
with an 8-0 run themselves and the

Falcons were
never closer
than
eight
points the rest
of the way.
"By spotting
theml2points
we had to play
Nate
catch the rest
Miller
of the way and
that really hurt
Led the Falcons
us," said BG
with 17 points
forward Nate
Saturday. He
Miller.
passed the
The Falcons
500-point mark
were led by
Miller's
17
for his career.
points on a
very efficient
seven-of-11 shooting. With Miller's
first basket, he passed the 500point mark for his career and is the
active leader in points scored.
Darryl Clements was the only
other Falcon in double-figures
by posting 11 points on five of
12 shots.

The Flashes were led by Chris

Singletary, who became the fourth
Kent State player this season to
score 20 points. Singletary was
also a force on the defensive side of
the ball with five steals.
"I thought Singletary was very
good — a tough cover for us,"
Orr said.
The Flashes knew the)' had a
tough match-up with Nate Miller's
offensive game, so they wanted
to make the junior work as much
possible on the defensive end.
This called for Singletary to
attack the basket as much as
possible whenever Miller was
guarding him.
"I knew it was going to be tough
guarding Nate Miller, so I wanted
him to have a hard time guarding me," Singletary said. "I wanted
him to play defense as well."
Mike Scott and Al Fisher had
three and four steals respectively
to add to Singletary's five — these

ENOCHWU I IHEBGNEWS
TOUGH MEET: The BG gymnastics team had its work cut out for it against 16-ranked

See MEN | Page 8

Missouri. They would go on to lose the meet to the Tigers. 194.100-188.25.

entertaining this season.
There have been some
: surprising teams in both
'■ 'Conferences. Today, we list the

Hockey splits pair of weekend road games

top five teams in the NBA as
of right now

1. Detroit Pistons:
While the Celtics have been
j getting all the headlines, the
! Pistons have been quietly
: destroying their opponents.
' They could be the best team
in the Eastern Conference, if
' not the NBA

2. San Antonio
Spurs: The reigning NBA
champs are 24-11 and have
been taking care of business
in their own boring but
efficient sort of way

3. Dallas Mavericks:
They're 26-11 and have been
. improving each game

; 4. L.A. Lakers: Kobe
I Bryant, Andrew Bynum and
'.'the Lakers are underrated and
Jlhave been playing really solid
r ball the past month

5. Boston Celtics: At
5:50-5. they're a favorite to go
(all the way this season

By Ethan Magoc
Reporter

While a split wasn't quite what
they were looking for in Sault
Ste. Marie, Mich., the Falcon
hockey team did edge a little farther up in the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association standings
this weekend.
On Friday night, BG (10-100 overall, 7-7-0 CCHA) came
back twice in the same game
to beat Lake Superior (3-13-4,
1-10-3) by a score of 4-2. It was
the second consecutive meeting between the two teams in
which BG would win 4-2. Last
season they did so on Nov. 4,
2006, at the BGSU Ice Arena
after jumping out to a threegoal lead over LSSU.
This time around, though, the
Lakers took a 1-0 lead two minutes into the first when Nathan
Perkovich, their top goal scorer,
put one of 11 first period shots
past BG goalie Nick Eno.
Freshman
lake
Cepis
answered five minutes into the
second with the 10th goal of his
college career to tie the game
at one.
"I think there's no question
that Lake Superior controlled
the first period and we final-

ly started to get our offensive
zone play back in the second,"
coach Scott Paluch said. "The
guys started moving their feet a
little better, we started to get to
more pucks, we cycled the puck
better and just had more puck
possession than we did in the
first period."
The score would remain knotted until Lake Superior's Pat
Aubry recorded his first goal of
the 2007-08 campaign at 1:35 of
the third period to give his team
the lead for the second time in
the game.
Once again a BG freshman
rose to the occasion to tie the
game.
David Solway hit the back of
the net from the left side of the
Laker zone after getting assists
from Cepis and Mike Nesdill at
6:51 of the third.
That's when two upperclassmen decided this game would
belong to the Falcons.
Tri-captain Derek Whitmore
scored his 14th goal of the season one minute and two seconds later. Though the goal put
Whitmore back into fifth place
in CCHA goal scoring, it was his
first tally since the last game in
November against Wayne State.
Oddly enough, coach Paluch

had commented on his captain's scoring drought earlier in
the week.
"It was going to be really hard
to keep up that eight goal in
three game pace he had, but
Derek means a lot to our team,"
Paluch said. "His leadership is
so strong and he is a big voice
on our team."
"Even when he's not producing, he's still a big factor."
He did become a factor on
the scoreboard once again on
Friday since his goal did end up
as the game winner.
lunior Brandon Svendsen,
who only a month ago was predicted to be sidelined indefinitely with a knee injury, added
an insurance marker at 11:25 to
close off the scoring.
"In the third period, we made
some real nice plays to score the
goals after having our character
challenged at the beginning of
the period when we fell behind,"
Paluch said. "Overall, I'm proud
of the effort and I'm proud of the
way the guys hung in there."
The Falcons failed to hang in
there at all the next night, as
they surrendered a three-goal
See HOCKEY | Page 7

Gymnastics team downed
by 16-ranked Missouri
By Saan Shapiro
Reporter

BG's 48.55 on the vault.

BG's lead after the first rotation would soon be forgotten,
On opening night of both coach because on the next rotation,
Kerrie Beach's first season the Tigers recorded a 49.025 on
and the Falcons' 2008 cam- the vault and BG struggled on
paign, the BG gymnastics team the bars with only freshman
couldn't overcome the visiting Michelle Luchini recording over
Missouri Tigers, dropping the a 9.50.
However, BG's biggest strugmeet 194.100 to 188.25.
Missouri, who came ranked gles came on the beam in which
16th in the nation after finish- Mizzou scored a 48.450. BG's
ing third in the NCAA West 46.025 was its worst individual
Regional in the 2007 NCAA event of the night when only
tournament, was too much for three Falcons scored higher
BG who, according to Beach, than a 9.050, Mizzou lowest
did not perform as well as they score on the beam was 9.55.
practiced the previous week.
" |On the balance beaml we've
"We have a young team, I felt been practicing so well and it
that our competition did not was very disappointing tonight
reflect our practice, but I think to not go out there and hit our
they got their feet wet and we routines, a lot of those were
have one week to improve for mental mistakes," Beach said.
next week." Beach said.
The Falcons were able to
The first rotation featured regain some momentum in
Mizzou on the uneven bars and their fourth and final event,
BG on the vault, and gave the the floor exercise. On the floor
Falcons their first and only lead BG was able to put together
of the meet as senior lacquelyn a score of 47.275 lead by Guy
Bernhardt and sophomore with a 9.825 and freshman Meg
Breanne Guy led scoring for the Satterlee with the same mark.
Falcons with a 9.90 and a 9.85
Despite its effort, BG
respectively. Meanwhile, on the
uneven bars. Mizzou recorded
SeeGYM|Page8
a team score of 48.30, just shy of
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Banged up Chargers stun Colts in Indy

game wasn't over until Tracy
Pontius dribbled out the last 15
seconds of regulation play.
"We did not want lo repeat
last year, this is our house and
our court ... there's no way we
were letting down this time,"
Goldsberry said.
"To beat a veteran Ohio team
with Kale Achler kind of stuck
in the mud today was jusl an
unbelievable learn effort, and
thai was championship basketball today," Miller said.
While ihe learn won't have
much lime lo celebrate with
iheir nexl iwo games on the road
before returning home against
Miami, Saturday's win certainly
does peg them above some.
"Certainly up in front to the
pre-season MAC favorite is a
great start,'1 Miller said.

By Barry Wllner
The Associated Press

INDIANAPOLIS — By stunning Indianapolis, the San
Diego Chargers just knocked
off New England's biggest road
block to the Super Bowl.
Now San Diego must avoid a
repeat of its last performance
at New England.
That will be especially difficult without an injured
LaDainian Tomlinson, who
departed in the first half with
a bruised left knee, and starting quarterback Philip Rivers,
who went out in the third
quarter with a damaged right
knee in the Chargers' stunning 28-24 victory Sunday.
With Billy Volek at quarterbackandMichaelTurnerasthe
main runner, San Diego went
78 yards on eight plays, with
Volek sneaking in from the 1
with 4:50 remaining for the
lead. The Chargers' big-play
defense then held on downs at
its 7, and stopped Indy again in
the final moments to preserve
their eighth straight win.
To make it nine in a row and
advance to their second Super
Bowl — the other was a loss
to San Francisco after the 1994
season — the Chargers will
need all the resourcefulness
they showed at Indianapolis.
Being undermanned against
undefeated New England hardly is an enticing prospect.

Reporter

Six teams from BGSU participated in the Great Lakes Region
College Curling Tournament
held at the BGSU Ice Arena this
past weekend.
The BG team, comprised of
Nik Geller, Jeff Young, Meghan
Coleman and Toledo's Alex
Smith, received second place
They were defeated by Oakland
in the championship game.
According to Regional
Coordinator Mike McKay,
this is the seventh year of the
tournament.
"Curling is still not a very welldeveloped sport in the US, so this
tournament is more of a social
event," McKay said. "This tournament is geared towards getting college students involved in

8
2
JEFF ROBEBSON

Still, with All-Pro cornerback Antonio Cromartie getting an interception and fumble recovery, and linebackers
Shawne Merriman and Shaun
Phillips plaguing Manning, the
Chargers showed they have the

ab ility to throw off any offense.
Maybe even the most prolific
ati.ack in NFI. history.
The Chargers didn't come
close against the Patriots in
Week 2, falling 38-14. Thai was
the beginning of a slide lo 5-5

the game."
asked her to play.
"My friend lived with a bunch
Six teams from BG participated in the tournament.
of guys that pretty much ran the
Schools joining BG were curling team, and they asked
Northwestern. Ohio State, me to play and I said, 'Alright,' "
Tennessee, Universityoflllinoisat Coleman said. "My dad thinks
Urbana-Champagne, lawrence it's great. He thinks it's hilarious."
Teams from BG will travel
Tech — which had two teams
to Chicago over St. Patrick's
— and Oakland.
Mitch Kipfer. Ryan Meyer, Day weekend to participate in
Matt Cooper and Rachel Nationals.
Brucker comprised the BG
team that lost to Tennessee in ABOUT CURLING
Curling was invented in
the third-place game.
The Falcons also lost to Scotland in the early 16th centuUtwrence lech in the consola- ry and made its Winter Olympic
debut in 1998.
tion championship.
Also known as "chess on ice,"
"I think our team did really
good," Coleman said. "We pro- curiing requires exact precision
gressed well and didn't really and intricate strategy.
have any problems."
Each person on the four-playColeman, who's only been er learn throws two, 42-pound
curling for a semester, started stones during each end, or round.
after her friend's roommates In the tournament each match

Weekend Split

consisted of six ends. Players on
each team alternatively throw
stones with players on the other.
The basic objective of any curling match is to get your team's
stones closest to the center of the
circle, or button.
At the end of each end, the
stone closest to the center gets
iheir team one point. The learn
will also score additional points
for every other stone closes! to
the center than (he other team's
closest stone.
Al the end of the match, Ihe
team with ihe highest point
tolal wins.
While one member of each
team throws, the remaining
members sweep.
Sweeping allows the moving
stone to travel longer distances.
Winning or losing can often be
determined by sweeping.
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and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve.

August 2008 Leases
. 826 5th St. 4 bdm,
2 bath, A/C Washer/
Dryer, 4 people S I OOO/mo.

Call 419-352-9392
www.frobosercntats.coni
FOR CURRENT LISTING
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HOUSES AVAILABLE
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

V«lMd»tSJ3 381

FREE
Heating System
& Anti- Freeze
Test
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Any 4 Tires
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i ^Mechanical
Service

"withTire Rotation*
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Across from ALDI

221 S College Dr - Three bedrooms

7101/2 Elm St - Three bedrooms, 2

$616.00 per month plus utilities

baths $770.00 per month plus utilities.

Deposit $826 00. Tenants mow lawn.

Deposit $770.00. Has washer and

Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars. Lease

dryer Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars

5/17/08 to 5/9/09.

Lease 5/17/08-5/9/09

710 Eighth St - Three bedrooms, 2

117 Georgia- Four bedrooms. $840 00

baths. S960 00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $960.00 Air conditioned,

per month plus utilities Deposit

washer and dryer. Limit 3 people. Limit

dryer Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars

3 cars Lease 5/17M8-5/9/09.

Lease 5/17/08-5/9/09

303 S. Summit St.lFrontl - Two

831 Scott Hamilton. Unit *B -

bedrooms $675.00 per month plus

Two bedrooms. S810.00 per month

utilities Deposit $675.00. Limit 3

Deposit $810 00 Air conditioned,
washer and dryer Limit 4 people. Limit

people Lease 5/17/08 - 5/9/09.
I Ctntrali King 3115 Una Ro
Ikbum
532llm»Aw
IrVrytturg
25996 N One H«y
IwoodvHk
3725W*stenRd

41M4M4B
419893-7242
4194734911
419*98-1863

IWgjjj

419482-8981

5832MonroeSt

Fremont W
West Toledo
North Towns
South ToUdo
Franklin Pult

1925 W Stall St
27?9 W Central
222WAIeiis
759SReynott
5022 Monroe St

419-332-3261
419479-7010
419476-7121
419-535-3033
4'9475467!

Holland
Truckt Farm
Bowling Green
Monroe. Michigan

71T1 Orchard Cntr
532 Illinois Ave
999 S Mail St
1986 N Telegraph

41^861-19190
419491-79731
419-352-5788H
800-498600e|

VlSrrUSO^HEJ«B^^njdnHn*ncor

$840.00. Air conditioned, washer and

4 cars. Lease 5/17/08 - 5/9/09
303 S. Summit (Back)- Two Bedrooms.
$465.00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $465.00 Limit 2 people.
Lease 5/17/08-5/9/09

Available August 21, 2008

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
• EXTRA AMENITIES •

432 S CQlleoefA- Three bedrooms
$690.00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $690.00. Limit 3 people
Limit 3 cars Has a washer and dryer
Lease 8/21/08-8/8/09

.liThree bedrooms.
$795.00 per month plus utilities
Deposit $795 00 Has a washer and
dryer. Limit 3 people Lease 8/21/088/8/09

432 S College »B- One bedroom
$480.00 per month plus utilities
Deposit $480 00 Limit 2 people Limit
2 cars Lease 8/21/08 - 8/8/09.

831 Scott Hamilton Unit »A- Two
bedrooms. $810 00 per month Deposit
$810 00. Air conditioned, washer and
dryer Limit 4 people. Limit 4 cars
Lease8/21/08-8/8/09.

710 Elm Street- Three bedrooms.
$740.00 per month plus utilities
Deposit $740.00. Has a washer and
dryer
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
Lease 8/21/08 -8/8/09.'

712 Second »B- Two bedroom duplex
$690 00 per month plus utilities
Deposit $69000 Has dishwasher Limit
2 people Limit 2 cars 8/21/08 - 8/8/09

May 2008 Leases
• 824 5th St. 4 bdm,
2 bath, A/C. Washer/
Dryer, 4 people $ I OOO/mo.

7 1

Available May 17, 2008

«$«?*»*

. 239 Manville, 3 bdm,
1 block from Campus,
CkKidcond,S675/ino.

5
7 9

6
9

for San Diego, but the Chargers
(13-5) are rolling now.
"A lot's happened since then,"
Patriots coach Bill Belichick
said. "We'll definitely start all
over on the preparations. It's
like it's a new team."

I MECHANICAL I OIL CHANGE

WINTERIZE

Lw ona DOCAKTI mf ivao ti/n/oeJ .WOMIMOturivn'umssi is a

•CLOSETO CAMPUS-

recorded a double-double Saturday.

2

APPHOtO

ID REMEDY

From Page 6

lead to the takers in the first and
second periods. Whitmore would
add his second goal of the weekend
at 16:19 of ihe second, but it would
be the team's last of Ihe game.
Lake Superior added an empty
netter with 33 seconds left in the
third period to salvage a split and
their first conference victory of
Ihe season.
Despite dropping the second
match, BG's two weekend points
put them jusl one back of NebraskaOmaha for fifth place. Miami
swept the Mavericks this weekend,
leaving them with 15 CCHA points
to the Falcons' 14.

'HE BG NEWS

CHARGED: The Chargers' defense frustrated Colts < luarterbaek Peyton Manning in their 28-24 playoH win yesterday

HOCKEY
Good standing: BG gained
two points over the weekend.
They are just one point behind
Nebraska-Omaha for fifth place
in the CCHA.
Wins and Losses: As of
Saturday's 4-1 loss, the Falcons
are 10-10 (7-7 CCHA)
this season.

ENOCH WU

SHOOTER: Freshman Lauren Prochaska

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

BG team captures second place in curling tourney
By Nat* Parsons

mWEE

We have many
other apartments

Taking Applications Now!

"Home away from Home"
• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

FOR .RENTAL INFORMATION

722 Elm Street - Three bedrooms
$690.00 per month plus utilities
Deposit $690 00 Has a garage for
storage Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars
Lease 8/21/08 - 8/8/09.

available.
Stop in the Rental

office for a complete
brochure.

Families with children welcome to apply for any rental unit.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTER ST. (across from Taco Bell)

Call 419-354-3533 or visit villagegreen-bg.org

Hours: Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30. Saturday 8:30 to 4:30

480 Lehmcin Avenue • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

www.johnnewloverealestate.com

SPORTS
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Giants snatch 21-17 playoff
victory from Cowboys

WWWBGNEWS.COM
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TONY GUTIERREZ I »P PHOTO
SACKED: Cowboys quarterback Tony Romo had a tough time evading New York Giants defenders during Dallas' 2117 loss yesterday.

The Associated Press
IRVING, Texas — Tony Romo
can go wherever he wants
will) Jessica Simpson now. Eli
Manning and the New Vork
Giants knocked hiin and the
Dallas Cowboys into the offseason yesterday.
Having to wait out lung, slow
drives by Dallas, Manning made
his few chances count, throwing

two touchdown passes to Amani
Toomer and getting a 1-yard
touchdown run from Brandon
lacohs lor a 21-17 victory that put
New Vork into the NFC championship game for the first time

since the 2000 season,

GYM

MEN

From Page 6

From Paqe 6

couldn't
overcome
the
Tigers who took the meet
on (he strength of their
final three events, outscoring the Falcons in all three.
Statistically, BG was lead by
their only all-around athlete, Guy, who scored a 38.45
overall.
Following the loss BG
looks ahead to next week
end when they host Eastern
Michigan, who was picked
to finish first in the MAC in
the preseason polls.

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $490!
On selected floor plans
• Ground floor ranch
• Patio

• Spacious kitchen
• Pets welcome!

-FREE HEAT

>

■

>

'

N

E>

Early deficit: The Golden
Flashes scored the First 12 points
of the game, putting the Falcons
in a huge hole.
.500 in the MAC: With
Saturday's loss, the Falcons drop
to 1-1 in MAC play.

,

The BG defense was not the
problem, though, on this night.
The Falcons could just not put the
ball in the basket.
"We're a work in progress," Orr
said. "We can't get away from what
we do. We got to rebound, defend,
win the loose-ball battle. We got
to do all the little stuff to give ourselves the best chance to win."
With the loss, the Falcons
dropped to 1-1 in conference and
6-8 overall. They will next be in
action when they host Buffalo on
Thursday night.

THE

NFW CUSTOMER SPECIALS
• OMETIMf PURCHASE •

TANNING; 1 Week Free
CENTER j 2 VISITS FOR $500
iervi*) &C,

£N£

t

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
419-353-7715 t=j*

Use your package at any of our locations
'THE HEAT
904 E Wooster
419-352-3588

OncSUnoanJ • OnmPrm

I960

32 Rooms fluailable!!

VUUt' SQUABI
■

Down in a Flash-BG
vs. Kent

three had a combined seven more
steals than the whole BG team.
Add to the fact that llaminn
Quiantance blocked
three
shots and this made it a very
tough go for the Falcons on the
offensive end.
for the night. BG shot 42 percent
to go along with 16 turnovers. The
Paeons also struggled to a 7-16 (43
percent) at the free throw line.
"Everything we do is fueled
front our defense," said Kent State
coach Jim Christian. "When we
stop people, then we're able to
get out and attack you and that's
when we're good."
Kent State was held to just 43
percent shooting but they were
able to secure eight offensive
rebounds and thus shot 12 more
shots than the Falcons.

1

• Private entrance

I ndianapolis Colts were stunned
by the San Diego Chargers.
"I know he was watching and
rooting for me," Eli said.
Dallas' failure is huge, much
bigger than last season's flop in
Seattle when Romo botched the
hold on a go-ahead field goal in
the final minutes.
The Cowboys just wasted a
13-3 season, which matched the
best in team history. They're the
first No. I seed in the NEC to lose
in this round since the NFL went
to the 12-team playoff format in
1990. They also became the seventh team to lose a playoff game
against a team they'd beaten
twice in the regular season —
joining Dallas' 1998 club.

"I won't get tired of hearing
that this week." Manning said.
"No one's given us much credit
and probably still won't. But
that's CMC We like it that way."
Cornerback R.W. McQuarters
intercepted a pass into the end
/.one with 9 seconds left, ending the Cowboys' final drive
and marking Romo's second
straight last-minute goof to
cost Dallas a playoff game. Mis
flubbed hold of a short field goal
in Seattle ended the Cowboys'
season last year.
Manning is heading to his
first NIC championship game,
at Green Bay next Sunday.
Manning had a much better day
than his brother. Pevton, whose

Stir up
Choir member
Selassie worshipper, lor short
Gillette razor
Quarter-moon tide
Carl ot the gridiron
Best Director, 1993

20 Postulate

Tan for as low
as $15 a month
•CALL FOR DETAILS'

5 beds. 1 booth
closest to campus

dean co'O leaned • 3 month

> SOUTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT
993 S. Main
5 beds, 2 booths
419-353-8826
appt. available

LOTIONS
25% OF

> THE WASH HOUSE

248 N. Main
419-354-1559

17 beds. 2 boolhs
no appl. needed

TanningCenterBG.com

Wtpiy your sales tnl!

Become a BGSU
Orientation Leader!
Orientation and First Year Programs is
looking for Energetic Student-Leaders
wanting to help new students learn what
it means to be a FALCON at BGSU! These
individuals know the importance of team
work and pride in a job well-done. If this
sounds like YOU, please apply to be a
part of the 2008 Orientation Team!

INTEREST SESSIONS
Tuesday, January 15
7-8 p.m., 316 BTSU
Wednesday, January 23
7-8 p.m., 318 BTSU
Thursday, January 24
7-8 p.m., 318 BTSU
Applications will be available January 14, 2008,
at http://www.bgsu.edu/orientation/page17793.html
Questions contact Kelly Rifenbark at klrifen@bgsu.edu or 419-372-9558

23 Loafer or slipper
26 Social affairs
28 1993 movie

54
57
59
63
67
68
69

Golf score
Hand over
Quilt filler
God of love
Long stories

42 Catcher Tony
43 More rational
45 Fashion magazine

Smallest bills
Icelandic poem
Lose traction
Old-time actress
Bernhardt
29 Old hag
30 French cubist
Fernand
Have a feeling
Snare
Annoyance
Splinter group
Swiss peaks

ANSWERS

TV spots
Small beds
Labors
2002 movie
Obliterate
Composer Khachatuhan
Golfer Ballesteros
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Lost/Found
REWARD: Lost F chocolate lab 12
/rs old. Last seen Rudolph Rd., S
3f BG. heading N. on Jan. 7 Purple
DOllar-Murphy" Call 419-686-8022

Help Wanted

For Rent

YOUNG ENTREPRENEURS
ACROSS AMERICA is now hiring
students who are interested in an entrepreneurial summer job experience
Qualified candidates will learn all aspects of what it is like to operate your
own business. Last summers average earnings were $10,000. If you
are an outgoing individual, looking to
gain expenence in the real business
world, please call 888-839-3385 lor
more information.

426 E Wooster. 3 Bdrm Apt
Avail Fall, $950/mo. Util's Inc.
419-352-5882

Part time counter person needed.
Must be avail. 3 to 6 Mon thru Fn. S
2 Sats./mo. Please apply at Longs
Cleaners 1204 W Wooster

Help Wanted

IBARTENDING! up to $300/day. No
exp. necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174

For Rent

PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Maine camp needs lun lovng counselors to teach all land, adventure & water sports Great summer! Call 888-844-8080 apply:

"08-09 S.Y. Now Renting
CARTYRENTALS.COM
419-353-0325 9 am-9 pm

3-4 bedroom houses.
Close to campus & downtown
419-308-2456
3/4 Bdr Apt, 9 1/2/12 month lease
Corner 7th and High,
Small Pets Okay 419-308-3525

1'/? Blocks From Campus

3/4 bedrm house, avail, mid May
$850 per month. Palmer Ave.
Ph. 419-934-0128.

Studios &
1 Bedrooms:

311 Ridge- 3 Bdm.House
Avail Fall. $1,200/mo.
419-352-5882

Studios: Irom $309
1 Bedrooms: from $435

327 1/2 E Merry Recently remodeled. Small, 1 bedrm, unfurn apt
Sublease now thru Aug '08. $450
mo. plus elec Porch & parking olf
Enterprise Call 937 408-8802

C A, Pel* .
On Site Liundry
PrlvitB&rtrmce/Pitlo
Short Term Leaiee Avail

4 bdrm house for rent 3 people. 2
car garage. W/D. air condition. 138
Williams Available May 08, 1 year
lease. $1200 +util. 419-654-9512

EH

Buckeye Studios
Student housing available now.
Monthly/semester & yr. long leases.
Fully furnished, includes all utilities
& 25' TV. Free wireless internet
Call 419-352-1520
www.buckeveinnandstudios.com
Duplex, Large 1 Bdrm, Avail Fall
Quiet. Clean $425/mo.
Util's Inc 352-5882

1 lg 3 bedrm apt Close to BGSU
419-601-3225

227 N. Prospect Triplex 1, 2 or 5
bdrm. apts. avail. Parking inc. Available Summer 08 419-308-2676.

Ivywood* *

426 E Wooster, Lg 1 Bdrm Apt
Avail Fall, $435/ mo, Util's Inc.
419-352-5882

FOR RENT lor the next school year
2 -3 bedrm. houses 2 efficiencies

1 rmte. needed lor sublease. Now
until Aug. $360 mo. • util Great
house on Cnm St! 419-929-4929

Uraku Japanese Restaurant
Now hinng servers & cooks.
419-352-7070

*

2 Bedrooms. 2 Baths, 2 People

*29S.OO/mo.^
* Fully Furnished
• Dishwasher/ Garbage Disposal
• 24 Hour Maintenance '
* On Site Laundry
•NEXTTO CAMPUS...
No Long Shuttle Waits

NOW RENTING FOR FALL 2008'
Field Manor, Frazee Avenue Apts., Buff
Apts, Ridge Manor

Also ask about our rental rates at
Merry St. Apts. & 425 East Court St.
I ■ I irVoostei
BowliiV'i Green on
I
I l 32.0717

u xHv

i
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70 Painter of ballet dancers
71 Singer Home
72 Thicket unit

IPTERnET

4l8-352-;'8fl1

Turn on a pivot
Ugly bugs, briefly
Muse of poets
Weaver's frame
Bony
Author of "A
Remembrance of
Things PastScored a
hole-in-one
Challenge
Doe's mate
Father
Cake finisher
Wash
Old dagger
R.E. Lee's nation
Summer cooler
Singer Sumac

24
25
27
28

47 Nile viper
48 1985 movie
52 Art colony in New
Mexico
53 Scorch

22 "History of Rome" author
Cassius

34
35
36
37
39

Coarse file
Football great Graham
Peeves
Extravagant
Shendan or Sothern
Guitarist Paul
Bugle call
Narcotic
Free
Mass vestment
Musher's vehicle
Actress Hatcher
Jason's vessel
Theory of moral
values
19 German river

32
33
34
38
40

21 Marquis de _

By Jaime Aron

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18

31 Conception of
perfection

ACROSS
1
5
9
14
15
16
17

LVM\\/n

Furn. rooms. 1 or 2 females in country home, includes house privileges.

2 lull baths, pkg avail. $225 mo. Call
Charlene 419-575-6499.
Houses 8 Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manvllle Ave
Ottice open 10-2 M - F
www. bgapanments com
Jay-Mar
2 bedroom apartments
Remodeled/Laundry on site
$300.00 Secuhty Deposit
Available July & August

419-354-6036
One month tree rant w/laase. 3
bedrm.. 2 bath condo. W/D. garage
$1.100♦utilities email
judyjac@bgsu edu
The Highlands/Jay-Mar
1 & 2 bedrooms
Available May - August
419-354-6036
www bghighlandmgmt com
The Homestead
1 & 2 bedroom w/ study
Available July, August
(419)354-6036
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
The Ziggy House is looking lor 1 or 2
females for 08-09 Great location,
pets OK 419-353-7374,

Summtr In Main*
Males and Females.
Meet new friends' Travell
leach your favorite activity.
Tennis

"Swim

•Canoe

*Sai

•Water Ski

'Kayak

•Gymnastics

'Archery

•Silver Jewelry

"Rocks

•English Riding

-Ropes

•Copper Enamelng 'Art
•BaskettJOl

"Pottery

"Field Hockey

"Office

"And Morel
Jun» to August. Residential.

<Hs

Hours:
Mon I II 9am 5pm
'..iiiuii i, '>,ini Ipm

Enjoy our website.
Apply online.
TH1PP LAKE CAMP tot Girls:

GREENBRIAR, INC.
it

■ (

I-800-997-4347
vnww.MDDlokmcomo.com

